INTRODUCTION
It is generally assumed that a questioned constituent -the wh-word in (1) and (2) -is, by default, focused. In English, a high pitch accent (Pierrehumbert, 1980; Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg, 1990; Selkirk, 1984) is commonly used to convey focus. A natural way of asking a question, presupposing little or nothing from context, is illustrated in (1a) (where uppercase letters are used to indicate a prosodic prominence, e.g., a high pitch accent). Given a context that makes one or more of the phrases in the question "old" or "contrastive," it is possible to place a high pitch accent on only a subset of the words in the question, as illustrated in (1b -d). For present purposes, however, the important point is that who can receive explicit focus in a direct question.
(1) a. WHO This focus property of direct questions like (1) holds true of the indirect question interpretations of (2), as well.
(2) a. I asked the teacher WHO LEFT. b. I asked the teacher WHO left. c. I asked the teacher who LEFT.
The sentences in (2) are ambiguous between an embedded question interpretation ("I asked the teacher something, namely, I asked her who left") and a relative clause interpretation ( "It was the teacher who left that I asked about something"). The questioned constituent who can be explicitly focused, but (in our judgment) the relative pronoun who cannot receive focus (apart from unusual contrastive uses of relative clauses). Thus, the presence of a high pitch accent on who in (2a) or (2b) should discourage the relative clause interpretation and encourage the embedded question interpretation. The absence of a high pitch accent on who in (2c) should have the converse effect, encouraging a relative clause analysis.
In the present paper we report four experiments designed to investigate whether pitch accents are used by listeners to disambiguate otherwise ambiguous syntactic strings, plus one experiment using written materials. Experiments 1 through 4 contrast embedded question and relative clause analyses. Experiment 5 contrasts an embedded question and a temporal adjunct analysis.
We think the role of pitch accent in disambiguating questions is of interest for several reasons. The syntactic processing literature abounds with examples where the presence of a prosodic break biases or fully disambiguates ambiguous structures (Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999; Lehiste, 1973; Price et al., 1991; Speer, Kjelgaard, & Dobroth, 1996; cf. Cutler, Dahan, & Van Donselaar, 1997) . However, few studies have examined the role of pitch accents or focus placement in syntactic disambiguation, and even fewer show an effect. Price et al. (1991) even concluded that break phenomena often disambiguate ambiguous syntactic structures, but pitch accents play only a minor supporting role. Speer, Crowder, and Thomas (1993) investigated the role of accent in disambiguating "FRYing chickens" versus "frying CHICKens" and did find an effect. Schafer, Carter, Clifton, and Frazier (1996) found a robust effect of pitch accents in the attachment of relative clauses in ambiguous structures such as (3). Listeners were more likely to take the relative clause to modify the more deeply embedded NP (the plane) when its head received an H* accent, as in (3a), than when it did not but the head of the higher NP did, as in (3b). The effect was increased further when the head received a contrastive (L + H*) accent.
(3) a..... the propeller of the PLANE that the mechanic was carefully examining. b..... the PROPELLER of the plane that the mechanic was carefully examining.
Unlike Speer et al. (1993) , Schafer et al. (1996) explicitly controlled for concomitant break phenomena, ensuring that their results were not due to speakers ' tendency to place a break before accented constituents (although Speer (personal communication) indicated that break phenomena were not responsible for the effects found in Speer et al.) .
Carlson (submitted) examined ambiguous ellipsis constructions like Bob insulted the guests during dinner and Sam during the dance, which are ambiguous between a gapping analysis (in which Sam insulted the guests) and a VP conjunction analysis (in which Bob insulted Sam). She found that placing prominent pitch accents on BOB and DINNER, and on SAM and DANCE, increased the frequency with which listeners reported the normallyunpreferred gapping analysis, while placing the pitch accent on GUESTS rather than on BOB favored the VP conjunction analysis. Carlson suggested that listeners interpreted the pitch accents as marking contrastive focus and preferred to analyze the coordinate phrases in a way that would allow the contrasting phrases to occupy syntactically parallel positions. Finally, Warren, Grabe, and Nolan (1995) found that the presence of stress-shift on Hong Kong in phrases like Hong Kong problems slowed naming times to continuations requiring a major syntactic boundary to be postulated after the stress-shifted item (e.g., "Whenever parliament discussed HONG Kong problems arise…"), but only for a subset of items which could not typically be analyzed as carrying contrastive focus on the stressed syllable. To our knowledge, these are currently the only studies that have examined the role of focus, as conveyed by pitch accent, on the disambiguation of ambiguous syntactic structures.
Before making explicit experimental predictions, we briefly sketch our background assumptions. We do not propose our experiments as a test of these assumptions; rather, we wish to make one defensible set of assumptions explicit, for the sake of clarity. We assume Selkirk ' s (1984 Selkirk ' s ( , 1995 basic theory of focus. Each pitch accent introduces f-marking into the syntactic representation of the word bearing the accent. In the syntax, f-marking may project to a constituent XP if its head X is f-marked. F-marking may also project from an internal argument of X to the head, X. In the semantic component, a constituent which is not f-marked is interpreted as given. A constituent which is f-marked may be interpreted as contrastive, or as noncontrastive and new.
We assume the intonational theory of Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988; Beckman & Pierrehumbert, 1986) where each utterance is claimed to contain at least one full intonational phrase (IPh). An IPh consists of one or more intermediate intonational phrases (iph), each containing one or more pitch accents (e.g., H*, L*). Each iph must end with a phrase accent (L-, H-) and each IPh with a phrase accent and a boundary tone (L%, H%). We also assume the theory of break indices incorporated in the ToBI transcription system (Beckman & Hirschberg, 1994; Silverman, Beckman, Pitrelli et al., 1992) in which an iph boundary is typically associated with a level 3 break and an IPh boundary with a level 4 break.
In order to describe our experimental materials adequately, we must go beyond the boundaries of these theories and acknowledge that, if an iph contains multiple pitch accents, these accents can differ in perceptual prominence and the final (nuclear) pitch accent is not necessarily the most prominent accent in the phrase. For instance, some of our materials have an H* accent on the initial who but also have downstepped !H* accents or L* accents on some following words in the intermediate phrase. We submit that, as produced in our experimental materials, the word with the initial H* accent is the most prominent and thus has the most salient focus. We do not address here the question of how best to represent this notion of prominence or salience of focus within the theories we assume, but acknowledge that it might require some extension or modif ication of the theories (cf. Ladd, 1996 , especially Chapter 6, for discussion of some possibilities).
We cast our experimental proposal about how pitch accent and focus might disambiguate some sentences in terms of the hypothesis in (4): (4) a. A (prominent) pitch accent generally introduces focus (f-marking in the syntactic representation of the constituent). b. An interrogative constituent, by default, should be focused.
Prediction:
Therefore, even though an interrogative constituent does not have to be accented, the presence of accent on a wh-constituent biases listeners to an interrogative analysis of the wh-constituent. The absence of a (typically high) pitch accent on a wh-constituent biases listeners toward a noninterrogative analysis of the wh-constituent.
Pitch accent is not the only factor that can affect listeners ' interpretations of sentences like (2) that are ambiguous between question and other (e.g., relative clause) interpretations. For instance, Jun and Oh (1996) have shown that a sentence in Korean that is ambiguous between a wh-question and a yes-no question can be disambiguated by producing the word that is ambiguous between a wh-pronoun and an indefinite pronoun (e.g., /nuka/, who or anyone) in its own accentual phrase for a yes-no question, but using an accentual phrase that spans the ambiguous word and the following verb in a wh-question. 1 Jun and Oh note that this difference has been described as a difference in prosodic prominence (so that a more prominent instance of the ambiguous word is more likely to be taken as a whword). In their own discussion, however, they emphasize the immediate role that accentual phrasing seems to play in disambiguating the forms.
It is possible that prosodic phrasing can play a role in disambiguating English interrogative and relative pronouns. For instance, the presence of an IPh boundary before the wh-word might encourage one interpretation or the other. In Experiments 1 and 2, we attempt to eliminate any such boundaries. Experiment 3 explicitly investigates the possible effect of an IPh boundary.
The length of the constituents involved may interact with the effects of pitch accent or the presence of a break if a listener is sensitive to the default effects of length on the prosody of an utterance and takes these effects into account in interpreting prosody. Different specific aspects of prosody could be involved in this effect. For instance, Gee and Grosjean 1 An accentual phrase in Korean is similar to a phonological or intermediate phrase in English in that it is the level of prosodic phrasing below the (full) intonational phrase. The prosodic structure of English and Korean differ in several important features, however; see Jun (1993) for a discussion of the Korean system. (1983) noted that speakers tend to insert breaks that have the effect of keeping prosodic phrases relatively equal in length. Lengthening the complement of a wh-phrase (e.g., changing (2) into I asked the teacher who quickly and silently left) might encourage inserting a high-level prosodic break before who because doing so would avoid a very long single intonational phrase and result in two IPh ' s of nearly-equal length, unlike the case where the wh-phrase is short. If this is so, then any effect of the absence of an IPh boundary before a wh-word could be magnified in long examples as compared to short ones. Similarly, the presence of an H* pitch accent on a wh-word may be encouraged by the fact that speakers tend to favor alternating patterns of prosodically prominent and nonprominent material, avoiding long stretches of unaccented material (cf. discussions of the Rhythm Rule; Liberman & Prince, 1977; Nespor & Vogel, 1989) . Thus, the absence of an H* accent on a wh-word that begins a relatively long stretch of unaccented or weakly accented material might serve as evidence that focus on the word would be inappropriate.
The experiments to be reported here thus examine the effect of prominent pitch accents, prosodic boundaries, and length of ambiguous clauses on the interpretation of whconstituents. Their main goal is to determine whether perceptual prominence of an accent can play a role in disambiguation. In these experiments, we attempt to control (or to explicitly manipulate) prosodic boundaries. We accept that the presence of prosodic boundaries can syntactically disambiguate various forms of some sentences, but here we attempt to establish the existence of prosodic disambiguation that is not dependent upon the existence of salient prosodic boundaries. As indicated earlier, we do not take our results to carry strong implications about the proper representation of focus and other prosodic phenomena. We acknowledge the existence of theories of focus other than the one we adopt, theories that trace differences in prosodic prominence to underlying differences in prosodic structure (cf. Ladd, 1996) , and we acknowledge that psycholinguistic applications of these theories might well be able to account for the results we will report.
Experiment 1 reports an experiment in which listeners heard sentences containing wh-phrases that are ambiguous between embedded question and relative clause interpretations. We propose that listeners will be sensitive to the presence of a prominent H* pitch accent on the wh-constituent. The presence of such a pitch accent on the wh-constituent will discourage taking the relative clause interpretation, but support the embedded question interpretation. The experiment also manipulated the length of the clause to determine whether the preferred interpretation of the sentence would be affected by phrase length. There were four versions of each sentence, as in (5). These experimental sentences, together with 48 filler sentences and 10 practice sentences, were recorded by a phonetically-trained female graduate student of linguistics. She avoided placing a full intonational phrase boundary before the embedded clause and avoided a rise at the end of the sentence. Two sentence types (illustrated in (5a,b)) contained a short ambiguous string: who ' s cold. Two (5c,d) contained a longer ambiguous string: who is very cold. The short strings averaged 2.25 syllables in length, and the long ones averaged 5.63 syllables. Two forms (5a,c) contained a prominent H* pitch accent on the wh-constituent ( who, who ' s) but no prominent pitch accent elsewhere in the ambiguous string (i.e., only low pitch accents, downstepped pitch accents, or no pitch accents). Two (5b,d) contained a prominent H* pitch accent on the final word of the sentence but nowhere else in the ambiguous string including on the wh-constituent. The words we identify as being prominently accented were produced with both H* pitch accents and salient indications of stress. For example, prominently accented words had longer durations than nonprominently accented words (see the following acoustic analyses). The content words in each sentence generally received L* pitch accents, notably less prominent than the H* accented words but still accented. Intermediate phrase breaks (iph boundaries) appeared between the wh-word and the word that preceded it, and an additional iph boundary appeared after most of the matrix clause subjects. All experimental sentences and their tonal transcriptions in the ToBI system (Beckman & Hirschberg, 1994; Silverman et al., 1992) appear in Appendix A.
We expected more embedded question interpretations to be assigned in (5a,c), where who receives an H* accent, than in (5b,d) where it does not. We had no clear prediction of the effect of length of the ambiguous clause. However, we thought that clause length might interact with certain prosodic configurations. It might seem reasonable to assume that the presence of an IPh boundary before the wh-constituent would bias against a restrictive relative clause, and conversely, that its absence might favor one. However, we have also suggested that an IPh boundary might become more likely as the length of the ambiguous clause increases. If this is so, then the absence of the IPh boundary before a long ambiguous phrase might constitute especially strong evidence against an embedded question interpretation, favoring relative clause interpretations of long clauses. Therefore, for these materials, which had no medial IPh boundaries, we expected to find more relative clause interpretations in the long than the short conditions.
To check that comparable boundaries were present before the accented word (who) in all conditions, we measured the duration and F0 maximum of the word preceding who (e.g, girl). We measured F0 maxima in this context to obtain evidence about the existence of low phrase accents. Our goal was to assess the possibility that the forms with an accented who (a and c versions) and the forms with an accented final word (b and d versions) differed in the frequency of phrasal boundaries before who. F0 maxima should be higher in the absence of a low phrase accent than if such an accent is present. In the (a) and (c) versions, a production without a low phrase accent should show monotonic interpolation between the pitch of the high pitch accent on who and the preceding low pitch accent, and thus show higher F0 maxima in the absence of a low phrase accent. In the (b) and (d) versions, a production without a low phrase accent often shows a slight rise between low pitch accents, and thus should show higher F0 maxima in the absence of a low phrase accent. Higher F0 maxima in the (b,d) conditions than in the (a,c) conditions would suggest a greater tendency to have low phrase accents in the embedded-question-biased sentences (a,c) than in the relative-clause-biased sentences (b,d).
The values of duration and F0 maximum of the word preceding who are presented in Table 1 . We conducted 2´2 (position of prominent accent ´length) analyses of variance on these acoustic measures (using items as the random factor). The word preceding who was slightly longer when who was accented than when cold was (529 vs. 508 ms), though the effect was not significant, F(1,15) = 1.15, p>.25. All other duration contrasts involving this word were thoroughly nonsignificant. The F0 maximum values on the word before who were higher preceding a prominently accented word than a word without prominent accent (175 vs. 166 Hz; F(1, 14) = 31.06, p<.001 2 ), possibly reflecting a phonetic effect of the upcoming high-or low-pitched material on the realization of the preceding tones (and providing evidence against the greater prevalence of low phrase accents in the accentedwho than the accented-cold condition). As shown in the tonal transcriptions in the Appendix, all sentences were produced with intermediate phrase boundaries before who, and the conditions were comparable in terms of the frequency of high versus low phrase accents occurring at the end of the intermediate phrase.
Comparable measurements were made for the accented wh-constituent (who ' s or who plus the following copula or auxiliary) and are presented in the next column of Table 1 . The duration of this constituent was longer when who received an H* accent than when it did not (517 vs. 359 ms; F(1,15) = 295.32, p<.001) . In addition, the accented who was longer when it preceded a long embedded clause (condition c) than when it preceded a short embedded clause (condition a) (535 vs. 499 ms, F(1,15) = 4.95, p<.05), but this is probably To summarize, prominently accented constituents were significantly longer than the corresponding constituents without a prominent accent and they exhibited higher F0 maxima, verifying the basic accent manipulation in the experimental materials. No strong prosodic break preceded the CP (e.g., who is cold ). Differences between the short and long conditions were primarily isolated to the sentence-f inal adjective, which showed longer durations in the short conditions. Subjects and procedures. Thirty-four students at the University of Massachusetts participated in individual half-hour sessions for course credit. After hearing the 10 practice sentences, they heard the 64 sentences in the experiment presented by a computer in an individually-randomized order. They were instructed to pull a trigger as soon as they had understood the sentence. After they responded, a question appeared on a video screen. For the experimental sentences, the question was simply What happened? and the subject was supposed to provide a paraphrase of the sentence. The experimenter told the subject to use different words in a different order from the sentence he or she heard, and insisted on a syntactic (not just a prosodic) disambiguation. The experimenter then scored the response as an embedded question, a relative clause, or (when the subject could not disambiguate), "other."
Results and Discussion
The data appear in Table 2 in terms of percentages of embedded question, relative clause, and "other" paraphrases. The percentage embedded question values were subjected to one-way analyses of variance, comparing all four conditions. The differences among the conditions were highly significant, F1(3,99) = 10.79; F2(3,45) =10.85; p<.001. The standard error of a difference between two means was 4.3% both by subjects and items; thus, a difference of greater than 8.6 percentage points can be considered significant by a simple t-test.
Examination of the means thus indicates that placing a prominent pitch accent on who led to substantially more embedded question responses than placing a prominent pitch accent on cold, 32 versus 21%, supporting the hypothesis stated in (4). Embedded question responses were less frequent in the long than the short sentences, 33 versus 20%, a difference that was closely comparable for both accented and unaccented who sentences.
Comparable analyses were carried out on the percentage relative clause values. The differences among all four conditions were marginally significant, F1(3,99) = 2.76, p<.05; F2(3,45) = 2.66, p<.06, with standard errors of differences of 4.1% and 4.2% for subjects and items, respectively. The primary hypothesis was again supported: Placing a pitch accent on who decreased the percentage of relative clause responses. However, the percentages of relative clause responses indicated that lengthening the embedded constituent increased the frequency of relative clause interpretations when who was prominently accented but not when the final word was accented (so that the effect of a pitch accent was significant in short, but not in long, embedded clauses). This might mean that listeners do not take the presence of a prominent pitch accent on who as clear evidence for the presence of focus when it appears in a long clause. The interpretation of this effect is unfortunately unclear, because lengthening the embedded clause increased the percentage of "other" responses, not the percentage of embedded question responses, when the final word (cold ) in the clause was prominently accented. This could possibly reflect a memory problem with the longer sentences in general, or perhaps specifically with sentences like (5d) that have a long stretch of rhythmically and prosodically undifferentiated material before the final prominent pitch accent. It may also reflect greater difficulty in paraphrasing sentences with long relative clauses.
The times (measured from the end of each sentence) to indicate comprehending a sentence did not differ significantly among conditions (see Table 2 , "Acceptance Time"). frequency of embedded question paraphrases indicated that the presence of an H* pitch accent on the wh-word and the length of the wh-constituent had independent effects on judgment. However, the percentages of relative clause paraphrases suggested that the effect of pitch accent was less for long than for short constituents. There was a substantial increase in the unscorable "other" responses for the long sentences, suggesting a memory problem or some uncertainty about the analysis of the sentence. Experiment 2 was conducted to resolve this interpretive uncertainty by changing the paraphrase requirement to a two-choice requirement. Subjects were given two choices of what a sentence might mean, and required to indicate which matched their understanding. In addition, the sentences were re-recorded in Experiment 2, by another phonetically trained linguist, to provide some generality of the Experiment 1 results. The sentences in Experiment 1 were said rather slowly and deliberately, with very strong pitch accents on the accented words. The sentences for Experiment 2 were produced with largely the same phonological specifications, but were spoken more quickly and with subjectively less extreme pitch accents. As in Experiment 1, the speaker placed an iph boundary before the wh-word, but unlike Experiment 1, the speaker nearly always used a low phrase accent.
Method
Materials. The sixteen experimental sentences (illustrated in 5) were recorded (in four forms each) together with 38 filler sentences and seven practice sentences. They were acoustically analyzed in the same way as in Experiment 1. The sentences and their ToBI transcriptions appear in Appendix B, and the results of the acoustic analyses appear in Table 3 .
Analyses of variance like those conducted in Experiment 1 were carried out on the Experiment 2 acoustic measures. The pre-accented word (girl) was shorter in the short/ last word accented condition (450 ms) than in the other three conditions (467 to 473 ms (194 to 195 Hz) . The ToBI analysis verified that all sentences except one were produced with an iph boundary marked by a low phrase accent at the clause boundary. The exception (in the short, accented who condition) contained an intonational phrase boundary with a low phrase accent and low boundary tone. In the Experiment 2 materials, an attempt was made to measure the duration of who prior to the onset of the copula or auxiliary in the long clause condition. While determining the transition between the vowels of who and the copula is difficult, the pronunciation of the materials used in Experiment 2 permitted us to do so with some confidence. This duration was longer when who was prominently accented than when it was not (231 vs. 181ms; F(1,15) =125.49). Unlike Experiment 1, who did not differ in length when it preceded a long embedded clause (condition c) versus when it preceded a short embedded clause (condition a), 233 versus 228 ms. The F0 maximum analysis again showed that higher F0 maxima occurred on the prominently accented who than on the who without prominent accent (238 vs. 194 Hz; F(1,15) = 683.63) but the accented conditions (a,c) did not differ from each other (p >.15) . Note that the durations are much shorter than in Experiment 1 and the F0 maxima lower, reflecting the faster speech rate and the less extreme pitch accents.
When the final adjective was prominently accented, its duration was longer than when it was not (500 vs. 444ms; F(1,15) = 125.27). As in Experiment 1, the adjectives in the two short conditions (a,b) were longer than in the long conditions (c,d), F1(15) =7.18, p<.02. The F0 maximum was higher for accented than unaccented adjectives (227 vs. 187 Hz; F(1,15) = 644.10). The short conditions exhibited higher F0 maxima than the long conditions, both when who was accented (a vs. c; 190 vs. 184 Hz, t(15) = 2.97, p<.01) and when it was not (b vs. d; 229 vs. 225 Hz, t(15) = 2.78, p<.02). As in Experiment 1, prominently accented constituents were longer than ones without prominent accent and had higher F0 maxima.
Subjects and Procedure. Fifty-four University of Massachusetts students were tested in individual half-hour sessions. The procedure was just like that of Experiment 1, except that, instead of being asked to paraphrase the heard sentences (by answering the question "What happened"), subjects were given two choices of what the sentence meant and were required to choose one. For instance, they might see What happened? together with the two alternative answers I asked the girl which person was cold and I asked the cold girl something, and they had to pull a trigger under the answer they considered correct. The time taken to pull the trigger was measured from the onset of the question and the alternative answers. However, because the experimental conditions differed substantially in the frequency of the two responses, which were not counterbalanced for responding hand, comparisons of response time between conditions are uninterpretable and therefore the response times are not presented. As in Experiment 1, the reaction times measured from sentence end, to indicate comprehension of the sentences, did not differ among conditions ( p >.10; see Table 4 ).
Results

Discussion
The interpretation data indicate that listeners take a prominent pitch accent on a wh-word as an indicator of focus, which is in turn taken to indicate a question interpretation. The data also indicate that listeners take constituent length into account: Long ambiguous clauses are more likely to be taken as relative clauses than short ones are. Perhaps our listeners take the absence of an IPh break before a long phrase as evidence especially favoring a relative clause. If that were the case, then introducing an IPh break before the who would reduce the frequency of relative clause interpretations, especially before a long ambiguous clause. Experiment 3 was designed to explore this possibility.
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 contrasted new pronunciations of the sentences used in Experiments 1 and 2. All items were pronounced with prominent accent on the final adjective (cold in the example). Each sentence had a long and a short version, each with an IPh or only an iph boundary before the who. The experiment tested two conjectures. First, it was designed to evaluate our proposal, based on intuition, that an IPh before the who would discourage relative clause (at least restrictive relative clause) interpretations. Second, it evaluated the suggestion made at the end of Experiment 2 for why relative clause interpretations were especially frequent for long ambiguous clauses; this suggestion predicted that the preference for relative clause interpretations would become smaller if an IPh introduced the ambiguous phrase.
Experiment 3 also serves to address some potential concerns about the proper interpretation of Experiments 1 and 2. We have presented these experiments as showing that the presence of a perceptually prominent pitch accent, signaling focus, served to disambiguate COLD) 57.4 1165 C (long clause, WHO) 57.9 1035 D (long clause, COLD) 75.3 1178 our sentences. We acknowledge that other prosodic factors could matter as well. We have suggested that the presence of a boundary immediately before the wh-word might have implications for interpretin g the ambiguous clause. Extrapolation of the Jun and Oh (1996) finding that a Korean accentual phrase boundary after the word that corresponds to our wh-word encourages listeners to interpret a Korean sentence as a yes-no question rather than a wh-question could suggest that a prosodic boundary after the wh-word might matter in English. We strongly suspect that the Korean tendency to eliminate accentual phrase boundaries after a focused wh-word is part of the phonology of that language (Jun, 1993) and not an effect that can be directly translated to the ambiguity we tested in English. Further, we are quite convinced that no prosodic boundary higher than a word-level boundary intervened between who in our materials and the sentence-f inal adjective. Therefore, we very much doubt that a perceived prosodic boundary after the wh-word could be responsible for our observed effects of pitch accent.
We have also argued that our materials equated our pitch accent conditions in the presence of prosodic boundaries that could disambiguate our sentences. While our ToBI transcription and the acoustic measures we have presented support this argument, we acknowledge that the ToBI transcription has an element of subjectivity, and that we have not presented all possible acoustic measures. By determining whether there is an effect of a manipulated prosodic boundary immediately before the wh-word, Experiment 3 can tell us whether the possibility of an undetected boundary could possibly be responsible for the effects we observed in Experiments 1 and 2.
Method
Materials. The same person who recorded the Experiment 2 materials recorded four forms of each of sixteen experimental sentences (illustrated in 6) together with 38 filler sentences and seven practice sentences (similar to those used in Experiment 2). They were acoustically analyzed in the same way as in Experiments 1 and 2. The sentences and their ToBI transcriptions appear in Appendix C, and the results of the acoustic analyses appear in Table 5 The pre-boundary word (girl) was substantially and significantly longer in the IPh than the iph condition (623 ms vs. 473ms; F(1,15) = 205.6, p<.001). The fundamental frequency of this word in the short clause condition was 207 Hz, while it was 203 Hz in all the other conditions. This difference, though it may be too small to have perceptual consequences, was statistically significant, as reflected in significant main effects of both length and type of boundary as well as a signif icant interaction between the two variables, F(1,15) = 6.48, p<.03. The ToBI analysis verified that all sentences were produced with the intended boundary. We transcribed the IPh boundary for most items as L* H-L% or H* H-L%, to represent the feeling of continuation these medial boundaries give a listener and to reflect the fact that F0 is flat, slightly rising (after L*), or slightly falling (after H*) in them as opposed to F0 falling to near baseline as it does at the end of the sentence.
The Experiment 3 materials forced us to include the following copula or auxiliary (contracted or not) in the duration of the wh constituent, as in Experiment 1 (but unlike Experiment 2). The duration of who plus the following copula /auxiliary was longer in the long than the short conditions (242 vs. 208 ms; F(1,15) = 12.61, p<.01), especially in the iph condition (interaction F(1,15) = 7.86, p<.02). The F0 measures for who did not differ among conditions (Fs <1).
As in Experiments 1 and 2, the duration of the final adjective was greater in the short than in the long conditions (517 vs. 482 ms; F(1,15) = 18.34, p<.001) , and the short conditions exhibited higher F0 maxima than the long conditions (232 vs. 226ms; F(1,15) = 27.39, p<.001). In addition, the F0 of the final adjective was higher when an IPh preceded who than when an iph did (233 vs. 226 ms; F(1,15) = 28.98, p<.001), presumably as a consequence of the pitch resetting expected in a separate intonational phrase.
One final acoustic measure was taken: The duration of the silence between the last word of the first phrase (girl in the example) and the who. This silence was always 0 ms long in the iph conditions, and averaged 237 ms in the IPh conditions, not differing between long and short clause conditions, t (15) = 1.36, p >.15.
Subjects and Procedure. Forty-eight University of Massachusetts students were tested in individual half-hour sessions. The procedure was identical to Experiment 2. Table 6 presents the percentages of relative clause interpretations. As in Experiment 2, sentences with long ambiguous clauses were interpreted as containing a relative clause more often than sentences with short clauses, F1(1,47) = 61.09; F2(1,15) = 65.70; p<.001. Neither the effect of IPh boundary nor the interaction between boundary and length approached significance ( p>.25). Note: values are means over all sentences A. Schafer, K. Carlson, C. Clifton, Jr., L. Frazier Discussion The failure of the presence of an IPh boundary to have any measurable effect on choices is quite surprising. It contradicts our intuitions about the appropriate phrasing of restrictive relative clauses. We suspect, in retrospect, that our listeners often permitted nonrestrictive relative clauses as interpretations of the sentences they heard, and these certainly permit an IPh boundary. Given that we failed to find an effect of boundary strength with materials which clearly contrasted in this factor, the results indicate that the effects of pitch accent we observed in Experiments 1 and 2 could not plausibly be due to undetected differences in boundaries preceding an H*-accented wh-word and a wh-word without a prominent accent. However, they do seem to contradict our speculation that long ambiguous clauses set off only by an iph boundary favor relative clause interpretations because such length would encourage a speaker to produce an IPh boundary if not uttering a relative clause.
Results
We are, unfortunately, left with no clear account of why long ambiguous clauses favor relative clause interpretations. The effect could be phonological, but need not be. We conducted Experiment 4 to obtain evidence on this point.
EXPERIMENT 4
Experiment 4 obtained interpretatio ns of written versions of the sentences used in Experiments 1 -3. Short and long versions were presented for interpretation, with no typographic indications of accent. If the preference for relative clause interpretations of long clause versions disappears, we can presumably take the preference observed in the auditory Experiments 1-3 to be prosodically based. However, if the preference remains, the possibility that it has nothing to do with prosody remains viable.
Method
Two forms of a written questionnaire were prepared. Each form contained one version of each of the 16 sentences used in Experiments 1-3. Half of the sentences in each form had short ambiguous clauses, and half long, counterbalanced across forms. Each questionnaire also contained eight additional similar sentences, four of which were strongly semantically biased in favor of the relative clause interpretation, and four in favor of an embedded question interpretation. These were included to check that subjects were paying attention and to avoid having only ambiguous sentences. The sentences were randomly ordered.
Fourteen students at the University of Massachusetts completed the written question- naire, being instructed to check one of two alternatives (as used in Experiments 2 and 3) as their initial interpretation of each sentence.
Results
The relative clause interpretation was given for 75% of the sentences with long ambiguous clauses, but only 43% of the sentences with short ambiguous clauses, t1(13) = 4.67; t2(15) = 4.48; p<.001. These numbers are remarkably similar to the percentage of relative clause choices found in Experiment 3 and in the final-word accented condition of Experiment 2. While it is possible that readers imposed different prosodic contours on the long and short versions and that the observed preference difference is still a prosodic effect, the simpler account is that the effect is not prosodic but that some other aspect of lengthening the clause favored a relative clause interpretation. We do not know what this aspect is. One possibility is suggested by the fact that 13 of our 16 sentences had a matrix verb in the past tense but a relative clause / embedded question predicate in the present tense, specifically, a copula followed by an adjective. The embedded question interpretation of these sentences asserts that an act of communication took place in the past, concerning the identity of someone of whom an event or state holds. It may be most natural to express this state or event in the past tense, to match the matrix verb (consider Dick informed the neighbor who was mad ). In the short versions, the copula was contracted, while it generally was not in the long versions. If this makes the tense of the copula particularly salient in the noncontracted (long) version, our readers (and listeners, in Experiments 1 -3) may be particularly discouraged from making an embedded question interpretation of them.
Examination of the item-by-item data from the questionnaire gives some support to this conjecture. Thirteen of the 16 items showed a higher percentage of relative clause interpretations for the long than for the short clause versions. The remaining three were tied. Two of these three tied items were among the three items in which the embedded as well as the matrix verb was in the past, containing an auxiliary rather than a copula (and the third contained the adjective lazy, a persisting state which can reasonably be described in the present tense). We do not claim that this "tense clash" completely determines the choice of embedded question versus relative clause; for instance, we maintain our earlier conclusions that the location of the prominent accent can affect the choice. But it may be responsible for the persistent "length" effect we have observed.
EXPERIMENT 5
The final experiment used a different test of the basic hypothesis in 4. It examined sentences that are ambiguous between an embedded (indirect) question interpretation (7a) and a temporal adjunct interpretation (7b).
7. a. Joshua began to wonder WHEN his girlfriend got a tattoo.
b. Joshua began to wonder when his girlfriend got a TATTOO.
In Experiment 4, the prominently accented words had L + H* pitch accents, easily interpreted as conveying narrow and contrastive focus. A narrow focus on the wh-word of (7a) is consistent with it being a questioned constituent with contrastive focus (cf. when vs. why). Contrastive focus on when in a temporal adjunct is rather unlikely. In (7b), on the other hand, the pitch accent falls on tattoo, which can receive contrastive focus within a temporal adjunct. Thus, embedded question interpretations of (7a) should be more frequent than of (7b).
Methods
Materials. Twelve sentences were constructed to be ambiguous between an embedded question and a temporal-adjunct interpretation, as in (7) (see Appendix D for all experimental materials and their ToBI transcriptions). A phonetically-trained linguist recorded these twelve sentences in two forms each along with 96 other sentences and 10 practice sentences. One version of each sentence contained a L + H* pitch accent on a wh-word (7a) but nowhere else in the final clause. The final word in these versions was unaccented. The other version (7b) contained a L + H* accent only on the final word of the final clause, and the wh-word received no pitch accent (apart from one when which received a L* accent). The versions with accented wh-words were predicted by (4) to favor embedded question interpretations relative to the unaccented forms.
To acoustically verify the accent manipulation, duration, and F0 maximum values were obtained for the verb, the wh-word (when), and the final content word (tattoo) and are given in Table 7 . The durations of the verb and the wh-word were significantly longer when the wh-word was accented than when it was not (502 vs. 425 ms for the verb, t(11) =4.58, p<.001; Subjects and Procedure. Forty-eight University of Massachusetts students were tested in individual 45-min sessions. The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1, aside from the longer (108 item) list of sentences. 
Results and Discussion
CONCLUSIONS
Experiments 1, 2, and 5 showed that the presence of a pitch accent conveying focus can disambiguate the structure of ambiguous sentences. That pitch accents can convey focus in English is not controversial. However, there has been some dispute over whether pitch accents can resolve syntactic ambiguities. The present experiments are the first that we know of to demonstrate that the syntactic analysis of an ambiguous sentence can be disambiguated in favor of an embedded question by placing a pitch accent on the interrogative phrase. This demonstration supports the hypothesis presented in (4).
Experiment 3 showed that the presence of an iph versus an IPh boundary preceding the ambiguous phrase is not sufficient to disambiguate these sentences, at least when the most prominent accent in the ambiguous phrase is on the final content word. We interpret this result as supporting our claim that it is the location of the most salient pitch accent and not a confound of pitch accent and boundary strength that accounts for the disambiguation observed in Experiments 1, 2, and 5.
We have not demonstrated which prosodic effects result in a word being perceived as the most prominently accented word in an intermediate phrase, as our materials were produced with both H* pitch accent and salient stress on the critical word. It is possible that other ways of making the wh-word perceptually prominent (e.g., by lengthening a L*-accented wh-word) would have similar effects. Interestingly, though, the most prominent word in our materials was not necessarily the final word in the phonological (or intermediate) phrase to carry a pitch accent. One of our speakers consistently produced sentences in which the most prominently accented word in an intermediate phrase was followed by words with !H* or L* pitch accents. Our intuitions and our results both suggest that the prominently accented word was interpreted as the focus of the sentence. If so, this suggests that our prosodic transcription systems may need to be revised to be able to reflect cases in which the final pitch accent of an intermediate phrase is not interpreted as delimiting its focus. Alternatively, if it is the case that the final pitch accent of an intermediate phrase (in English) always marks focus, our results suggest that the resolution of this syntactic ambiguity is influenced not by the location of the most prominent accented word but by the kinds of pitch accents -for example, L* versus H* -on key words in the sentence.
Experiments 1-4 indicated that the length of the ambiguous clause can have a substantial effect on its interpretation. Experiments 1 and 2 explored the possibility that the effect of placing a prominent pitch accent on the wh-word would be modulated by the length of the clause, and Experiment 3 searched for a similar interaction between length and the presence of an IPh boundary immediately before the clause in question. With the questionable exception of the percentage of relative clause paraphrases measure of Experiment 1, all our data indicated complete lack of any interaction. Experiment 4 strongly suggested that the length effect does not involve prosody; the effect appeared on a written questionnaire. We speculated that contraction of the copula in the short, but not the long, clause items might be at the root of the length effect.
Whatever it is that accounts for the length effect, we note that our results do not support the predictions of an interesting recent proposal by Fodor (1998) that "heavy" phrases are preferentially interpreted as being associated with a higher node in the syntactic tree so that they are associated with a syntactic sister of similar size. Experiments 1-4 all found the opposite effect when heaviness is viewed as length: Longer ambiguous clauses tended to be interpreted as relative clauses more than as embedded questions. Further, if we assume that an intonational phrase is heavier than an intermediate phrase, Experiment 3 found no effect of the IPh /iph contrast on the relative frequency of relative clause versus embedded question interpretation.
We believe that our results carry some suggestions regarding the development of an adequate general theory of prosody and its role in language comprehension. Placing a pitch accent on a function word (who or when) affects the syntactic analysis of the clause that contains it. Presumably, this effect is mediated by the assignment of focus. Research that places sentences containing ambiguous wh-clauses in discourses that support different patterns of focus may help elucidate when it is appropriate to place focus on an interrogative pronoun (or other function word, for that matter) and when placing focus on a function word succeeds in changing the syntactic analysis of the clause that contains it.
In addition, we believe that it will be necessary to examine the role of focus and pitch accent in interaction with other prosodic variables, with the goal of understanding how all the aspects of prosodic structure -accent, rhythm, timing, intonation, pitch range, and so forth -are involved in language comprehension. The experiments reported here searched for ways in which the effects of a pitch accent were affected by phrasal length and by intonational phrasing. They found, contrary to our expectations, a simple effect of pitch accent, unmodulated by other prosodic factors. However, we continue to believe that the effects of prosody on language comprehension will best be understood by viewing the listener as constructing and using a full prosodic description of a heard utterance (Schafer, 1997) , a view that encourages the possibility that superficially different aspects of prosody will have mutually-interacting influences on sentence interpretation.
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